THE CONTINUAL CHEMICAL CHANGING ASPECTS IN METALLURGY PRODUCTION SCHEDULING

Due to keeping the continuous changes of the chemical composition of alloys in the sequence of manufactured products it is required to apply a specific approach at creation of models of production scheduling. The production schedule is created for the workplace continuous process at first, and then the following production schedules of work are derived for another workplaces. The model was implemented in the company RS Slovakia s.r.o.
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INTRODUCTION

The RS Slovakia s.r.o. is a daughter company of German Rosenberg-Ventilatoren Gmbh. The company produces rotors and stators respectively components of motors for production of industrial air-conditioning systems. [1] The manufacturing process has the character of combination of the machinery and metallurgy process, the continuous-discrete production, i.e. the aluminium (Al) alloys production and casting at the injection moulding presses has a continuous character, which requires synchronization of moulding at section PP3 and melting at induction furnace PP2. [2] Contrariwise, previous operations – cutting, welding and riveting – PP1 have a discrete character as well as the following process – machining at PP4 and finishing at PP5 work discreetly (Figure 1). [1, 3, 4] Therefore, the procedure of production schedules preparation is not done according the PULL nor PUSH systems, which are usual. But it uses the idea of applying the OPT (Optimized Production Technology), which are considered the continuous processes PP2 and PP3 in this case. [1, 5]

METHODOLOGY OF PRODUCTION SCHEDULING MODEL CREATION

The sequence of Al alloys production at the injection moulding presses is given by the chemical transitions matrix (Figure 2), which defines from which Al alloy to which is possible transition without cleaning process at presses and furnace.

The same is applied to the induction furnace, which produces these alloys [6]. When the direct transition is...
not allowed (“N” in Figure 2) it is necessary to clean out injection moulding presses and prepare flushing melting for the furnace before the production of next product, what is economically disadvantageous and also the production capacities of furnace are lost. Therefore, the strategy of scheduling (i.e. creation of the weekly production plans for days and shifts to the particular devices with specific quantities and sequences of processed products) is based on the idea to optimally organize the sequence of production at injection moulding presses and induction furnaces first (sections PP3 and PP2) and then to deduce the production schedules for the sections PP1, PP4 and PP5 (see the algorithm at Figure 3).

**PRODUCTION SCHEDULES MODELS CREATION**

The planning process begins in actual week “N” by setting the capacity plan of week “N+2” i.e. two weeks ahead for the division 2 (PP2 and PP3 together) and it is called CPP-DIV2 for N+2. The planning system is realized by a “close” principle, it means that one normal order is in one division only at one week. The division 2 is the second in order of the manufacturing process, but because of its continual character as well as continual chemical transition is the first in the sequence of planning process. Then it is deduced capacity plan for division 1 for week N+1 (CPP-DIV1 for N+1) and also CPP-DIV3 for N+3 from the above mentioned capacity plan CPP-DIV2 for N+2.

**The production scheduling model for the sections PP2 and PP3 (division 2)**

It starts at the section PP2 (moulding) – model for casting and melting of Al alloys. There are five injection moulding presses at the section PP2 and section PP3 has one induction furnace. The procedure is as followed:

1. Cumulated orders are sorted by the chemical composition, according to the number of products and the possibility of transition by the transition matrix (Figure 2).
2. Decomposition of orders to items required a maximum two doses for the presses (it is approximately one melt from the induction furnace approx. 400 kg).
3. Selection of the order with the latest produced alloy and assigning it to the press – the main technology for the product, the second dose, if it exists, is assigned to an alternate technology. (Each product has the main and an alternate casting (moulding) technology).
4. If there is another product with the same alloy then this is assigned to the main technology, if the main technology is not occupied. The process is repeated from the step 3.
5. If there is not another product with the same alloy, another product with different alloy is assigned. The alloy is chosen according the best chemical transition to not occupied injection press before (in step 3 and 4).
6. This is cyclically repeated until all products are assigned from the capacity plan of division 2 for week N+2 (CPP-DIV2 for N+2). [7]
7. It is reduced the capacity of an injection press about the required operational time of the order at assigning the product (order) to a press. If all the capacity is reserved (not enough) and there is not another order to use the rest of the capacity, then this press is not more loaded.
8. Following this sequence of assigning it is calculated the schedule of melts and the order of supplies of appropriate alloys to particular presses.

---

**Figure 2** Transition matrix of Al alloys chemical composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DIN 226</th>
<th>DIN 231</th>
<th>DIN 230</th>
<th>D 106</th>
<th>S 106</th>
<th>D 165</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIN 226</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIN 231</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIN 230</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 106</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 106</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 165</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N – (NO) transition is not possible without cleaning process
Y – (YES) transition is possible without cleaning process

---

**Figure 3** The suggested sequence of production scheduling
9. There are created orders sequences (and number of products), for the particular injection presses of which it is calculated daily and shift plans. [1, 2]

The production scheduling model for the section PP1 (division 1)

Orders casted in week \(N+2\) are produced in the section PP1 in week \(N+1\). Based on the capacity plan for the week \(N+2\) for the division 2 the order of cutting to cutting presses L1 and L2 (there are two cutting presses) are determined as follows:

1. The volume of cumulated orders is divided into the form of family products (FP) and individual orders for approximately two equal volumes.
2. The cutting press CP1 cuts large-size parts for riveting workplace R1 – it is more specialized workplace for large-dimension stators and for welding workstation W1.
3. The cutting press CP2 cuts small-dimension parts for riveting workplace R2 and welding workplace W2.

Cutting order is determined by FP (family product) and by width of steel plate – from the widest to the thinnest. Riveting order is not important, because it is the last operation. Welding order is derived from the order of casting (schedules of presses). [8, 9]

The production scheduling model for the sections PP4 a PP5 (division 3)

Orders casted in week \(N+2\) are processed in the sections PP4 and PP5 in week \(N+3\). The section PP4 consists of five Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machining centres CNC1 to CNC5. The cumulated products will be divided as follows:

1. CNC1 and CNC2 process various castings by the main technology centres and balanced utilisation of CNC1 and CNC2 capacity.
2. CNC3 processes small rotors (about \(1/3\) of the weekly volume).
3. CNC4 processes middle-sized rotors (about \(1/3\) of the weekly volume).
4. CNC5 processes large rotors (about \(1/3\) of the weekly volume).

General rule at CNC machines to process orders: from the smallest dimensions to the largest in even week and from the largest dimensions to the smallest in odd weeks. This minimizes the number of transitions i.e. setting time. Sometimes there are processed products with the earliest due date first (to have enough time for finishing at the section PP5).

The order of processing at the section PP5 is done by the principle of FIFO (first in – first out). [10, 11]

CONCLUSION

The paper describes the specific case of creating the production scheduling model when the dominant opera-
tion, according the cost, is the operation of the smooth chemical composition change, which reflects also the order of processed products. Similarly, as it is in the bottleneck theory, there is also applied specific approach to create the schedule for this dominant operation and other schedules are derived from the working place schedule with the continuous production flow character. These models were successfully applied in company RS Slovakia s.r.o. [6, 8].
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